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Structural variants (SVs) affect more of the average human genome than SNVs and indels combined and
frequently play critical roles in human disease. However, SVs are often difficult to detect in Illumina data sets due
to limitations in read length and systematic error. Longer-read approaches such as PacBio sequencing provide
information over a larger-scale but often still fall short of accurately characterizing large-scale genomic changes.
While recent years have seen a rapid expansion in the the number of short and long read data sets, as well as SV
calling algorithms, approaches for validating SV calls remain time-consuming and error-prone. Here we
demonstrate the utility of map data to qualify the performance of different sequencing technologies and callers.
Whole genome maps constructed from electronic detection of long molecules can be used effectively to
facilitate the genome-wide validation of SVs calls with high sensitivity and specificity across a wide range of sizes.
The Nabsys HD-MappingTM platform utilizes electronic detection of single DNA molecules to achieve read lengths "

>100 kilobase pairs with resolution better than 100 base pairs. These data allow analysis of SVs ranging from a
few hundred base pairs in size to chromosomal rearrangements, with sensitivity, accuracy, scalability, and speed
of detection superior to existing optical methods. These high-resolution mapping data are used as input for SVVerifyTM, a software package which provides an efficient, robust pipeline for the systematic and automated
evaluation of putative SVs.
We describe SV-Verify training using reference material from the NIST Genome in a Bottle project and show
the resulting sensitivity and specificity. We then present results obtained by applying SV-Verify to several
thousand putative deletions in the human genome GM24385. To investigate the phenomenon of underlying
technology bias in SV calling, we utilized SV-Verify to confirm or refute putative deletions calls made using Illumina
or PacBio data by a large number of variant callers in various size ranges.
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In order to construct whole genome electronic maps,
high molecular weight genomic DNA is isolated from
the cells or tissue of choice. The high per-molecule
information content of Nabsys single-molecule reads
allows for a solution-phase DNA isolation procedure,
producing DNA in the 35-500 kb range, obviating the
need for time consuming gel plug isolation protocols.
Following purification, the DNA is tagged in a
sequence-specific manner through an enzymatic
nicking reaction. As single molecules pass through
the detector, the presence of the DNA backbone and
attached tags are sensed as changes in the
resistance of the detector. The resulting data indicate
the time between tag sites on each single-molecule
DNA backbone. The temporal events are then
converted to distance-based events where the
distance between tags (termed an “interval”) is
reported in base-pairs.
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The accuracy of Nabsys single-molecule mapping is
central to the effective detection of SVs across a range of
sizes using SV-Verify. To demonstrate the mapping
accuracy of the Nabsys platform, single-molecule data
were collected for E. coli MG1655 nicked with Nt.BspQI
and mapped to the high quality reference. As shown in
the plot below, there is a high degree of agreement
between the expected reference interval sizes and the
consensus interval sizes generated through Nabsys read
mapping. The linear relationship observed (R2 was found
to be 0.9999) extended down to intervals as small as 300
bp, well below the diffraction limit of optical mapping
approaches. De novo assembly of these data resulted in
three HD maps that spanned 99.4% of the reference with
0 false positives and 0 false negatives for intervals >500
bp. These results highlight the accuracy and resolution of
Nabsys HD-Mapping that forms the foundation of the SVVerify pipeline.

High-throughput verification of deletions using SV-Verify

Workflow for the application of SV-Verify to evaluate putative deletions
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De novo assembly of Nabsys single-molecule data has been used to discover structural variation. The
combination of high-resolution and long-range information allows both small variations on the order of
hundreds of base-pairs and large variations of any length to be identified in the same assembly. Our de
novo map assembly of GM24385 was aligned to reference GRCh37. The alignment of an assembled
HD map to a region of chromosome 10 is shown below. Discrepancies in interval size for this region
are indicated. The leftmost interval in the HD map is 686 bp smaller than the corresponding interval in
the reference indicating a 686 bp deletion in GM24385 with respect to GRCh37. In the interval to the
right, the HD map indicates an insertion of 583 bp relative to the reference. Both the deletion and the
insertion are called by Illumina and PacBio data, providing additional support for the SV call.
Measured deletion size: -686 bp
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Human SV discovery using de novo assembly

The Nabsys SV-Verify software package provides an efficient, robust pipeline for the systematic and automated evaluation of putative SVs. SVM training
was accomplished using reference material from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Genome in a Bottle (GIAB) consortium for a
well-characterized human genome, GM12878. Deletion calls ≥300 bp asserted by multiple technologies were parsed into four classes and used to train
four distinct SVMs. The relationship between specificity (1 – false positive) and sensitivity (true positive) for each respective SVM was determined and
graphed as a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. To evaluate hypothesized SVs, Nabsys single-molecule reads, a base reference map, and
variant reference maps are used as inputs to HD-Mapping. For each putative variant, up to 40 terms from the mapping results are input to SV-Verify for
analysis. SV-Verify utilizes the four unique SVMs tailored to different classes of structural variation (i.e. size, type and complexity) to output a posterior
probability for each putative variant. Posterior probabilities and ROC curves are then used to determine calls at a given specificity threshold.
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SV-Verify was used to analyze breakpoint resolved deletions in human cell line GM24385 from GIAB callset v0.5.0. As illustrated in the left graph
below, the measured deletion size for all deletions confirmed with a specificity of ≥0.90 shows good agreement with the expected size as
determined by sequencing technologies. Outliers occur when multiple SVs are contained within a single map interval. Underlying sequencing
technology biases can significantly impact the accuracy of SV calls, particularly as the size of a SV exceeds the read length. To investigate the
impact of different sequence data and callers, single technology deletion calls in callset v0.5.0 from the Genome In A Bottle consortium were
analyzed. A larger number of calls and a higher confirmation rate was observed for deletions exclusively made with PacBio data in both small
(300 bp -1000 bp) and large ( > 1000 bp) size ranges in comparison to calls made with only Illumina data, as shown below.
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The assembly also provided information in regions of GRCh37 that have not been sequence resolved.
The example below shows a region in chromosome 20 that has been scaffolded in GRCh37 with an
incorrect gap size. The Nabsys assembled HD map provides an accurate determination of the
distance between sequence resolved regions surrounding the block of Ns in the reference. The HD
map also provides the location of probe sequence within this region.

Verification of PacBio only or ILMN only deletion calls
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The Nabsys HD-Mapping platform combined with the SV-Verify software package provides a high
throughput, fully automated tool for the evaluation of structural variation in human genomes. SV-Verify can
clearly distinguish between accurate and inaccurate deletion calls as small as 300 bp in size. The recent
development of Nabsys de novo assembly for large genomes has enabled the discovery of structural
variants in human cell line GM24385.
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